LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Question 1 threatens Cambridge grad housing

The supply of off-campus housing is threatened by the Council on Nov. 7, referendum Question 1. This referendum, which is also an important issue for Cambridge residents, will be the subject of public meetings and discussion in the coming weeks.

Columnist ignores desires of Third World citizenry

I suppose I'm just a disgruntled leftist intellectual. Here's why: I found Pankaj Vaish's column on newly emerging world economies in tomorrow's Tech. Vaish's column, which he describes as "an exposé of the emerging world economies," is an attempt to criticize the current economic system. However, I found it to be patronizing and inaccurate.

Free markets do not insulate political freedom

We write to take issue with Pankaj Vaish's recent column on the free markets and their impact on the Third World. Vaish's column, which he describes as "an exposé of the emerging world economies," is an attempt to criticize the current economic system. However, I found it to be patronizing and inaccurate.
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